ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22/WG5 N1775
TECHNICAL CORRIGENDUM 4
Note for WG5:

Three minor changes were made to draft Technical Corrigendum 4 (N1771) to make the
version sent to ISO for publication (N1774). These were to the description at [398:11-12] and
to the edits at [415:27+] and [421:27]. This document updates N1771 so as to correspond to
N1774. Page and line numbers on the right refer to 04-007.
[85:10] f03/0099
Subclause 5.1.2.16
In the third paragraph of the subclause replace “association status and array bounds” by
“association status, dynamic type and type parameters, and array bounds”.
[103:17-18] f03/0114
Subclause 6
Delete rule R605, which defines default-logical-variable, and constraint C604.
[107:2-3] f03/0077
Subclause 6.2.1
Replace the first paragraph of the subclause (A whole array ... to the name.) by the following:
A whole array is a named array or a structure component whose final part-ref is an array
component name; no subscript list is appended.
[107:7,8] f03/0077
In the third paragraph, replace both occurrences of “whole array name” by “whole array
designator”.
[113:21] f03/0098
Subclause 6.3.1.1
At the end of the last sentence in the last paragraph of the subclause insert “unless the SOURCE=
specifier appears and the corresponding component of the source-expr is allocated”.

Subclause 9.5.1
In rule R913, replace “ID = scalar-int-variable” by “ID = id-variable”.
Following rule R913, insert new rule and new constraint:

[187:2] f03/0113

[187:10+] f03/0113

R913a

id-variable

is scalar-int-variable

C908a

(R913a) The scalar-int-variable shall have a decimal range no smaller than that
of default integer.

[190:17] f03/0113
Subclause 9.5.1.8
In the second sentence of the first paragraph of the subclause, replace “This value” by “If this
value is zero, the data transfer operation has been completed. A nonzero value”.

[190:18] f03/0113
After the second sentence of the first paragraph, insert the following sentence, “This identifier is
different from the identifier of any other pending data transfer operation for this unit.”

Subclause 9.5.3
After the last paragraph of the subclause, insert the following new paragraph:

[195:23+] f03/0117

If execution of the program is terminated during execution of a WRITE or PRINT
statement, the contents of the file become undefined.
[206:18] f03/0113
Subclause 9.6.1
In the first sentence of the third paragraph of the subclause, replace “the identifier” by “zero or
the identifier”.
[206:20] f03/0113
In the second sentence of the same paragraph, after “transfer operation” insert “, if any,”.
[210:18, 25, 28, 30] f03/0114
Subclause 9.9.1
In rule R930, replace:
“or EXIST = scalar-default-logical variable” by “or EXIST = scalar-logical variable”,
“or NAMED = scalar-default-logical variable” by “or NAMED = scalar-logical variable”,
“or OPENED = scalar-default-logical variable” by “or OPENED = scalar-logical variable”, and
“or PENDING = scalar-default-logical variable” by “or PENDING = scalar-logical variable”.
[212:24] f03/0114
Subclause 9.9.1.10
In the first sentence of the subclause, replace “scalar-default-logical variable” by
“scalar-logical-variable”.
Subclause 9.9.1.15
Replace “scalar-default-logical variable” by “scalar-logical-variable”.

[213:9] f03/0114

[213:23, 25] f03/0114
Subclause 9.9.1.18
In both the first and second sentences of the subclause, replace “scalar-default-logical variable”
by “scalar-logical-variable”.
[219:30] f03/0117
Subclause 9.11
Delete the last paragraph of the subclause, viz. “A STOP statement shall not be executed during
execution of an input/output statement”.
[241:5] f03/0049
Subclause 10.9.2
Add the following sentence at the end of the first paragraph of the subclause and before the new
text that was added in Technical Corrigendum 3:
Two undelimited character sequences are considered adjacent when both were written

using list-directed input/output, no intervening data transfer or input/output file
positioning operations on that unit occurred, and both were written either by a single data
transfer statement, or during the execution of a parent data transfer statement along with
its child data transfer statements.
[266:24] f03/0003 and f03/0004
Subclause 12.4
In constraint C1224, add as a second sentence, “The data-ref shall not be an unallocated
allocatable variable or a pointer whose association status is disassociated or undefined.”.
[269:3,5,8] f03/0074
Subclause 12.4.1.2
After “of type default character” in the second paragraph of the subclause, add “or of type
character with the C character kind (15.1.1)”.
After “of type default character” in the first sentence of the third paragraph, add “or of type
character with the C character kind”.
After “of type default character” in the third sentence of the third paragraph, add “or of type
character with the C character kind”.

Subclause 12.4.1.6
Following list item 10 of the subclause, insert:
(11)

It shall not be supplied as the data-ref in a procedure-designator.

(12)

It shall not be supplied as the variable in a proc-component-ref.

[273:12+] f03/0109

[326:8] f03/0077
Subclause 13.7.60
In Case (i) of the Result Value paragraph of the subclause, after “a whole array” delete “or array
structure component”.
[358:6-7] f03/0077
Subclause 13.7.124
In Case (i) of the Result Value paragraph of the subclause, after “a whole array” delete “or array
structure component”.
[398:11-12] f03/0075
Subclause 15.2.3
In the first sentence of the second paragraph, replace “have types and type parameters that are
interoperable with the types of the corresponding components of the struct type” with “would
interoperate with corresponding components of the C struct type as described in 15.2.4 and
15.2.5 if the components were variables”.
[415:27+] f03/0099
Subclause 16.4.2.1.4
After the second paragraph of the subclause, add the following new paragraph:
The association status of a pointer object with the VOLATILE attribute might change by
means not specified by the program.

[421:27] f03/0098
Subclause 16.5.5
In list item 19 of the subclause, after “default-initialized subcomponent”, insert “, except by an
ALLOCATE statement with a SOURCE= specifier,”
Following list item 19, insert:

[421:28+] f03/0098

(19a) Successful execution of an ALLOCATE statement with a SOURCE= specifier causes a
subobject of the allocated object to become defined if the corresponding subobject of
the SOURCE= expression is defined.
In list item 26, replace “becomes” by “might become”.

Subclause 16.5.6
Replace list item 11 of the subclause by the following:
(11)

[421:43] f03/0099

[422:41-43] f03/0098

Successful allocation of an ALLOCATE statement with no SOURCE= specifier causes
a subcomponent of an allocated object to become undefined if default initialization has
not been specified for that subcomponent.

Following list item 11, insert:

[422:43+] f03/0098

(11a) Successful execution of an ALLOCATE statement with a SOURCE= specifier causes a
subobject of the allocated object to become undefined if the corresponding subobject of
the SOURCE= expression is undefined.
Following list item 18, insert:
(19)

[423:28+] f03/0099

An object with the VOLATILE attribute (5.1.2.16) might become undefined by means
not specified by the program.

[436:36] f03/0077
Annex A
In the whole array paragraph of the subclause, after “named array” insert “or an array
component of a structure, with no subscript list”.

